AORN Online System Requirements

We try to keep a simple rule of thumb:
Learners need and should have simple, intuitive access without obstacles to the learning experience - similar to how they access their preferred banking or travel site.

Most common profiles support:
So we aim to cover the most common settings and configuration- while making a key focus on system performance and a good learning experience.

This means: fast page downloads, quick image views, and multimedia streamed smoothly. AORN delivers on an international scale, reaching learners all around the world, leveraging a globally-scalable infrastructure.

Operating Systems and Devices
- We standardize access to Windows 7 or above.

Browsers
If you do not know what browsers and what versions your facility has installed on the computers you use, please contact your facilities IT Department.

- Internet Explorer: Microsoft will only be supporting IE 11. Please do not attempt to use IE 9 or 10 – the courses will not work as they should.

- Chrome and Safari: Most recent 2 public versions.

Connection speed
Connection speeds from standard broadband access will obviously improve learning experience within courseware itself.

Video
Products listed as multimedia will use the same player used by YouTube and most major websites.